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Abstract
Grand Solo Op.14 & Rondo Op2. N3:
The Sonority of the Classical Era
During the early nineteenth-century, the writing for classical-guitar elevated the instrument to
the solo concert stage. The appearance of the six-string guitar changed guitar writing. 1 With this new
instrument, guitarists had an array of new possibilities to explore in terms of sound and technique.
Fernando Sor (1778-1839) and Dionisio Aguado (1784-1849) were the main artists promoting and
advocating the six-string guitar as a serious concert instrument in Spain.2
This document will focus on two guitar masterworks: Fernando Sor's Grand Solo Op.14 and
Dionisio Aguado's Rondo Op2. N3. It will explain why Grand Solo Op.14 and Rondo Op2. N3 can
synthesize the style and guitar writing of the Classical Movement in Spain. Grand Solo Op.14 was
written in sonata form and Rondo Op2. N3 in rondo form; both forms were typical musical structures
used in the Classical period. This study presents two musical examples which can depict and represent
the guitar sonority which defined the Classical era.
The outline of this qualitative research will be divided in four parts: the relevance and weight of
these pieces in the guitar repertoire; the biographies of Sor and Aguado; a brief definition of Classicism
to ensure the Grand Solo Op.14 and Rondo Op2. N3 contain musical features in the Classical style; and
finally a conclusion addressing these masterworks as two essential references for the study of the
Spanish Classicism.
The primary objective for investigating the value of these two ambitious works, is to benefit
historians and musicologists who do not have prior knowledge of guitar history and literature. This

1

James Tyler and Paul Sparks, The Guitar and Its Music (New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc, 2009), 254
Graham Wade, A Concise History of the Classic Guitar (Pacific, MO: Mel Bay Publications, INC, 2001), 65.

2
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research concerning two guitar masterworks in nineteenth century Spain, will be an indispensable
resource for historians, musicologists, and other musicians to better understand the historical process of
the guitar, its technique, repertoire, and exponents.
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Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research is to provide two musical references pertaining and depicting
the classical period in Spain. Notwithstanding, this study concentrates on guitar music because
there is a lack of information about guitar repertoire in music-history books. In fact, it is not only
difficult to find sources about guitar but also courses and specific studies. There are very few
guitar literature courses offered, but most music-history courses continue to neglect the guitar
and its history. Although there are numerous musicologists showing keen interest in piano
sonatas by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, there are not many scholars other than guitarists
researching guitar literature. Therefore, the disconnection between music history and guitar
history is an issue that affects most guitar students and music history teachers who want to
explore guitar literature. In addition, there is also the lack of available sources containing guitar
works as representative musical examples, and repertoire is the key to present and understand
guitar history. As a matter of fact, there is no “music history” without musical examples, and
musicologists need them as much as a carpenter needs wood. The inclusion of guitar literature
within music-history books is the first step to be taken. This research aims to provide musical
examples representing the classical period in Spain which is usually ignored in most musichistory courses. With this study, the reader can better understand why these guitar masterworks
represent the manifestation of the Classical style in the guitar repertoire. Through these
remarkable works, it is possible to grasp an in-depth comprehension and appreciation of the
nineteenth-century guitar scene in Spain. An examination of the characteristics of Grand Solo
Op.14 and Rondo Op2. N3 shows that these works are in the classical style and synthesize the
sonority of an era.

1

Method of Procedure
This research relies on an examination of the style and relevance of two guitar masterworks by
Sor and Aguado during the Classical period. The introduction begins mentioning important guitar
publications in the last decade of the eighteenth-century in order to understand the context of the guitar
scene in Spain at that time. For this part of the study, the data includes books such as, The Guitar from
the Renaissance to the Present Day, A Concise History of the Classic Guitar, The Guitar and Its Music,
La Guitarra: Historia, Organología y Repertorio, and História Do Violão. Furthermore, the research
provides biographies of the two main guitarists in early nineteenth-century Spain. Guitar scholars
consider Sor's biography by Brian Jeffery as the most concise biographical resource on the composer's
life. This research also utilizes Brian Jeffery's writing about Aguado's life. Sources in Spanish were also
incredibly informative for this research; for example, La Guitarra Clasica-Romantica y La Guitarra
Pre-Flamenca, La Guitarra Española, Dionisio Aguado y La Guitarra Clásico-Romántica, and
Dionisio Aguado y su Significación como Teórico y Músico en el ámbito de la Guitarra ClásicoRomántica.
Comparing rhythmic figuration, short motives, texture, and harmonic progressions between
these two guitar works and well-known Classical composers, are included as well. However, various
supplementary materials were consulted to gather data about these two composers' main achievements.
These biographies agree and demonstrate how these two figures dominated the guitar scene in Spain.
Moreover, Stanley Yates’ article Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style and Christopher Calvet’s
dissertation Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor were
crucial sources to write about the Grand Solo Op.14. To support and solidify that Grand Solo Op.14
and Rondo Op.2 were written in the Classical style, a scholarly definition of this specific genre is
provided in the following chapter. The conclusion takes into consideration the context, style, and
history of these two works ultimately confirming they depict a golden moment in guitar history.
2

Delimitations
This study examines how two guitar masterworks represent Spanish guitar playing in the
Classical period. The primary challenge posed to the research process is the same as the need
motivating – the lack of literature addressing guitar history. The absence of specific literature with
detailed information about guitar history, composers, and repertoire, is a complex issue. Additionally,
music-history books tend to neglect guitar history. As a result, music students and music history
teachers rarely mention the existence of guitar literature and history in class. Unfortunately, it is still a
challenge to find any type of information about this subject in traditional music-history books.
Furthermore, guitar students end up having difficulties accessing and understanding the history of their
primary instrument. It is hard to understand the reason why scholarly texts such as, A History of
Western Music, A Concise History of Western Music, Norton Anthology of Western Music, and Music in
the Western World simply neglect centuries of guitar history.
Although there is a small amount of sources on Sor's life and compositions, it has been difficult
to locate sources about Aguado's Rondos. Gathering data about Aguado’s pieces is problematic because
his name is present in every guitar history book but no in-depth information about his compositions can
be found. Since his method is his main body of work, it is still challenging to find scholarly researches
about his compositions and biography.

3

Historical Context:
The End of the Eighteenth-Century in Spain
The six-course guitar had become the most popular form of the instrument by the 1790s in
Spain. This instrument with an open sound hole usually decorated with marquetry, had a wide neck that
joins the body at the twelfth fret, six double-strings, and a fingerboard that lies flush with the table. It
had seventeen metal frets and a rosewood bridge without a saddle where the strings were tied. 3
In 1795, the Italian guitarist Federico Moretti moved to Spain. He published his method
Principios para Tocar la Guitarra de Seis Ordenes in 1799. Furthermore, he guided Spanish guitarists
to the use of single string guitars. The strings would last longer and more importantly, guitarists would
be able to tune them more quickly and the strings would last longer. Moretti also changed the notation
of guitar music. He was the first guitarist-composer to precisely separate voices in his compositions,
indicating the correct duration of every note. Furthermore, Aguado and Sor credited Moretti for
innovating and improving the guitar writing in Spain. 4
In 1799, Fernando Ferandiere published his Arte de Tocar la Guitarra Espaňola (Madrid)
describing details about the standard Spanish guitar of that time. In the book, details such as, number of
frets, octave stringing on the sixth course, playing in many keys, improvisation, and tuning. 5
Escuela Para Tocar Con Perfección La Guitarra de Cinco y Seis Órdenes was published in the
same year in Salamanca. In this book, there are simple musical examples which use an elementary form
of staff notation and tablature. It also tells the readers to use violin strings for the upper courses, and
how to trim the nails of the right hand with scissors and polish them with sandpaper. It is customarily
credited that the author of this method was a Portuguese guitarist named Antonio Abreu. However, it is

3

James Tyler and Paul Sparks, The Guitar and Its Music (New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc, 2009), 254.
James Tyler and Paul Sparks, The Guitar and Its Music (New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc, 2009), 233.
5
James Tyler and Paul Sparks, The Guitar and Its Music (New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc, 2009), 230.
4

4

also believed that much of the book was written by Victor Prieto, the organist at the Royal Monastery
in Salamanca. 6
According to all the sources used for this research, no other guitarists besides Sor and Aguado
had relevant importance for Spanish guitar music during the beginning of the nineteenth-century.
Hence, the biographies of these two are also inherently telling part of the history of the guitar.

6

James Tyler and Paul Sparks, The Guitar and Its Music (New York, NY: Oxford University Press Inc, 2009), 235.

5

Fernando Sor
Fernando Sor was born in 1778 in Barcelona, Spain. His father was a merchant and an amateur
musician who liked to sing and play guitar. He never encouraged Fernando Sor to become a
professional musician because he wanted his son to have a military or administrative career. 7 When Sor
was twelve years old his father died. In the same year, Sor enrolled in the Montserrat Music School
where he spent the next five years studying music. 8 During his time in the conservatory, his interest in
the guitar grew. In 1797, Sor returned to Barcelona where he heard the music of Federico Moretti.
Moretti was an Italian Guitarist and Soldier in the Royal Walloon Guards of the Queen of Spain who
inspired Sor. The Spanish composer quickly realized the potential for writing serious music for the
guitar and how notating guitar music accurately was possible. 9 This experience had a big impact upon
the young Sor who began to study the guitar and its notation with more professionalism. 10 In the same
year, Sor composed and premiered his opera Telemaco en la Isla de Calipso based on the libretto by
C.S.Capece. This libretto also had been set to music by high caliber composers such as Gluck and
Scarlatti. Telemaco en la Isla de Calipso was well accepted and performed fifteen times within one
year. Moreover, there were also various performances of it in Venice, Italy. 11 Italian operas influenced
Sor since this genre dominated Barcelona's musical culture by the end of the eighteenth-century.

12

In 1798, Sor travelled to Madrid where there was an opportunity to play at the court of Carlos
IV. Nevertheless, the court rejected Sor. In 1799, Sor began to work under the patronage of Duchess of
Alba in Madrid. During that time, the Spanish painter Francisco Goya was under her patronage as well.

7
Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State University
Fullerton, 1992), 5.
8

Rattanai Bampenyou, “A Performance Guide to the Multi-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor and Mauro
Giuliani” (DMA diss., University of Miami, 2012), 5-6.

9
Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State University
Fullerton, 1992), 7.
10

Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 46.
Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 2nd ed. (London: Tecla Editions, 1994), 11.
12
Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 46.
11

6

The Duchess of Alba died in 1802 and suddenly Sor had no financial support. Furthermore, Sor
accepted a job offered by the Duke of Medinaceli to administrate his estates in Catalunya. He worked
in this position for two years. In 1804, Sor moved to Malaga, where he was the head of a royal
administration in Southern Spain. While in this position, he was the director of a series of concerts for
the American Consul, William Kirkpatrik. 13 During that time, Sor also occupied himself writing music.
From 1802 to 1808, Sor composed symphonies, vocal music, boleros, string quartets, a motet, and his
first three guitar sonatas including the Grand Solo Op.14. In 1808, Napoleon Bonaparte's troops
invaded Spain. The French leader replaced the Spanish King Ferdinand VII with his own brother
Joseph Bonaparte who became the king of Spain. Sor composed songs criticizing the French invasion
and also joined the Cordovan volunteer soldiers as a captain. Nevertheless, after some consideration,
Sor began to believe Joseph Bonaparte was a good leader for Spain.

14

As a Francophile, Sor may have

feared consequences. In 1813, he decided to cross the border and establish himself as a musician in
France.

15

Although Sor had written impressive guitar compositions, including one-movement and

multi-movements guitar sonatas, he sought success as an opera composer in France. 16 However, Italian
opera was not a popular genre in that country, and because of its influence on Sor, he did not have
much success among French audiences. As a result, Sor established himself as composer and guitar
teacher for the next two years. 17 In 1815, Sor traveled to London where he would spend the next seven
years of his life. These years were eventful and successful for Sor since he was actively performing. He
also composed his first set of guitar studies (Op.6), taught voice lessons, and composed ballet music.

18

In 1817, he performed Concertante for Guitar and Strings, the most important concert of his life. The

13
Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 8-9.
14

Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 48.

15

Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 11.
16

Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 2nd ed. (London: Tecla Editions, 1994), 33-34.
Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 49.
18
Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 2nd ed. (London: Tecla Editions, 1994), 39.
17

7

performance contributed to that year's season of the prestigious Philharmonic Society in London. The
orchestra included mainstream musicians, such as the violinist Paolo Spagnoletti and the cellist Robert
Lindley. British newspapers highly praised the performance. Unfortunately, no manuscript of this
composition survived. During that time in London, Sor earned big popularity especially because of his
vocal music. 19 Although he composed pieces for solo piano and piano duets, it was his vocal musical
production which exceeded the quantity of works written for guitar.

20

In the first decades of the nineteenth-century, ballet was the most respectable type of
entertainment for London society. In 1821, Sor wrote one of his most famous guitar works, Variations
On An Air from The Magic Flute Op. 9. In the same year, Sor also wrote his first ballet, La Foire de
Smyrne followed by Le Seigneur Genereux two weeks later. In 1822, Sor wrote Cendrillon which
premiered in London followed by a total of 104 performances in Paris. Cendrillon was a version of the
Cinderella story and its popularity proved this ballet as one of the most famous ballets of its time. 21
Furthermore, Sor fell in love with Félicité-Virginie Hullin who performed in Cendrillon. She was one
of the most celebrated ballerinas of the first half of the nineteenth-century.

22

In 1823, after the triumph of his ballet, Sor and his wife left London. She was offered the
position of the first ballerina at the Moscow Ballet. On their way to Russia, they passed through cities
such as Paris, Berlin, and Warsaw. In Paris, Sor saw one rehearsal of Cendrillon, and thereafter he and
his wife spent about a month in Warsaw where Félicité gave four performances. 23 While in Russia, Sor
kept composing and performing. The couple rose to the celebritry status since Sor's ballets, Cendrillon
and Alphonse et Leonore were presented in Russia within one year. In 1826, the Russian Tzar

19

Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 49.

20

Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 13.
21

Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 2nd ed. (London: Tecla Editions, 1994), 67-71.

22

Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 14.
23
Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 14-15.

8

Alexander died, and Sor wrote a march for military instruments for his funeral in Saint Petersburg.
24

Furthermore, Sor returned to Moscow to rehearse his new ballet Hercule et Omphale which was

performed at the coronation ceremony of Tsar Nicholas. 25 In late 1826, Sor moved back to Paris where
he became good friends with Dionisio Aguado. During this time, he dedicated himself to the guitar,
actively performing and teaching. He dedicated his guitar duo Les Deux Amis Op. 41 to Aguado. Sor
and Aguado lived in the “Hotel Favart” in Paris where they resided from 1826 to 1832 and from 1826
to 1838 respectively.

26

In 1827, Sor wrote the ballet Le Sicilien ou I'amour peintre which was

performed only six times. 27In 1830, Sor published his efficient pedagogical work, Methode pour la
Guitare. 28 During the following years, Sor taught guitar, published new compositions, and played
many concerts including performances with Aguado. In 1838, Sor developed tongue cancer and died on
July 10th, 1839.

29

24

25

Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 51.
Harvey Turnbull, The Guitar from the Renaissance to the Present Day (New York: Scribner 1991), 84.
26

Brian Jeffery, Fernando Sor, Composer and Guitarist, 2nd ed. (London: Tecla Editions, 1994), 104-5.

27

Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 17.
28

Stanley Yates, “Sor's Guitar Sonatas: Form and Style,” Sor Studies (2003): 51.

29

Christopher Paul Calvet, “Structure and Development in the One-Movement Guitar Sonatas of Fernando Sor” (MA diss., California State
University Fullerton, 1992), 21-22.
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Dionisio Aguado
Dionisio Aguado was a born in Madrid, in 1784. He was eight years old when he began to study
guitar with one of the most respectable guitar teachers in Madrid, Padre Basilio. Dionisio also studied
grammar, philosophy, and French. 30 “Aguado” means soaked and has its origins in a fight between a
knight and a moor in the thirteenth-century. After the fight, king Ferdinand III asks the knight named
Fortun: “How was the fight?” The knight says: “Victorious, sir, and soaked.” Herein, soaked meant
covered in blood and mud. This knight had descendants in the region where Dionisio Aguado was from
and this surname became common among inhabitants of that area. It was first a nickname but
eventually became a surname. 31Aguado's father was a prominent clergyman who died in 1803 leaving
his son many private properties in Spain. In 1807, he and his mother moved to his farm in Fuenlabrada
where they stayed during the French occupation. Aguado spent the next seven years administrating the
land he inherited from his father. 32 Wherein the situation was unfortunate for him since the French
occupation imposed high taxes on the local population of Fuenlabra, and thousands of people were
dying of hunger in Madrid. 33
In 1814, after the end of the war, Aguado and his mother moved back to the aristocratic circle in
Madrid. Hence, it is suggested that because of his wealth he did not have the need to play concerts to
support himself. Consequently, he had enough time to dedicate his energy to elaborate his pedagogical
works. As a composer, Aguado did not attempt to compose any music that was not for solo guitar.
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In 1820, Dionisio Aguado published Colección de Estudios in Madrid. It was not a pedagogical
work but a simple collection of short pieces with little or no text at all. In the same year, the influential
Italian composer Federico Moretti dedicated his Fantasia Variazioni e Coda Per Chitarra Sola Sul
Tema to Aguado. 35
In 1822, Aguado published Tres Rondos Brillantes in Madrid. He dedicated these works to his
friend François de Fossa. François was a military man and a lover of the guitar. Aguado credits
François de Fossa for introducing artificial harmonic technique to the guitar. This technique is
explained in Aguado's method. 36
In the prologue of Aguado's Escuela de Guitarra (published in 1825), he admitted that his
Colección de Estudios was considered difficult to understand because of the lack of guitar methods
published. He also realized that there was a need for a new method since the style of playing as well as
the instrument itself had changed. Escuela de Guitarra was not addressing the five-course guitar of the
late eighteenth century, but rather the modern six single-string guitar. Thus, Escuela de Guitarra is the
first method solely for the modern guitar. Its advanced approach deals with issues such as; use of six
single-strings; playing with nails or not; fingering; angles of the right and left hands; sonority
(differences between one note on string and the same note on other strings); articulation; different
guitar tunings; and adequate room size for guitar performances.

37

There are 441 paragraphs of text with 131 lessons in Escuela de Guitarra. The length of the
method's music pieces gradually increases as the book goes on. Most of the lessons come with text as
well. The author writes about distinguishing a method from a collection of studies. He also mentions
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the improvements made on his guitar. His guitar was a larger model carried out by a luthier named Juan
Muñoa who was also among the first to produce single strings instruments. Another novelty was the
bridge with a saddle which Aguado attributed to himself. In addition, there was also the raised
fingerboard which started to become the standard feature in the guitar at that point. 38
In 1826, after the death of his mother, Aguado travelled to the French capital where he spent the
next eleven years of his life. In the same year, the second edition of Escuela de Guitarra was published
in Paris. Escuela de Guitarra was also translated to French under the title Méthode Complète pour la
Guitare. This translation is credited to the colonel in the 23rd French Regiment of Line, François de
Fossa. In Méthode Complète pour la Guitare, Aguado attributes the introduction of Classical movement
aesthetics in guitar to Padre Basilio, Moretti, and Sor. 39
From the late 1820s to the early 1830s, Aguado and Fernando Sor lived in Paris. They
developed a friendship and kept playing concerts together throughout France during that time. Sor
dedicated Fantasia N7 Op.30 and Les Deux Amis Op.41 (for two guitars) to Aguado. 40
In 1834 or shortly before, the Nouvelle Méthode de Guitare Op.6 was published. This book had
a different purpose. It aimed to enable amateurs to play simple pieces in a few months. It was not
ambitious and sophisticated as Escuela de Guitarra. It was just a simple method with 64 pages. In the
preface of the book, the author recommends the use of his own invention, the “tripod”. The “tripod” is
a three legged stand designed to hold the guitar while playing. Two years later, Aguado published an
article (12 pages), La Guitare Fisee Sur Le Tripodison Ou Fixateur. In this article, he promotes the new
device. Although the tripod was supported by many guitarists including Sor, it became extinct within a
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short period of time. 41
In 1834/35, Aguado published Mennuet Affandangado Op.15 and Fandando Varié Op.16. Two
compositions rooted in Spanish popular music. In the Fandando Varié Op.16, the composer explores
the technique called “toque de pulgar del Flamenco” which is a combination of patterns alternating
right hand thumb strokes and slurring other notes with left hand fingers.

42

In 1838, Aguado returned to Madrid. Two years later, the Nouvelle Método de Guitarra Op.6
was translated to Spanish as Nuevo Método de Guitarra Op.6.
In 1843, another edition of Nuevo Método de Guitarra Op.6 was published. However, this was
an entirely new book. When Aguado wrote it, he was an experienced 59 years old guitarist who had
devoted his life to the study of guitar and its technique. This new method represents Aguado's teaching
in its fullest form.43 A detailed path to build a solid grounding in technique. The method includes all
the issues discussed in his previous books as well as other aspects of technique such as: artificial
harmonics; “Rest stroke” technique (a plucking motion is played in a manner in which the fingertip of
the right hand finger lands and rests on the next adjacent string after playing the desired note); concerns
regarding the use of the annular finger of the right hand; producing proper staccato sound while taking
advantage of both hands; the use of the tripod (his invention) to have more sound projection; vibrato;
glissando; and keeping the left hand fingers in a parallel position with the guitar strings.44
In 1849, Aguado published his version of the Grand Solo. It was his last publication before his
death and as usual he dedicated this piece to one of his students.45 Aguado died of chronic catarrh of
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the lungs on December 20th, 1849.46 Nevertheless, Aguado wrote a will years before his death. This
document showed his profound religious belief since he left a good amount of money for his funeral
(including a mass for his soul) and local hospitals. 47
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Grand Solo Op.14
Sor first titled this work as Sonata Prima. However, it remains uncertain when this work was
written since its publication occurred in Paris sometime between 1810 and 1814. It is also suggested
Sor possibly wrote Sonata Prima around 1800 while living in Barcelona.

48

It does not seem likely Sor was the only Spaniard composing in the classical style, although he
remains the only Spaniard known to have written guitar sonatas in that style. Generally, the collection
of pieces composed during that time comprises Spanish common genres such as fandango. 49 Stanley
Yates claims that many sonatas were published between 1780 and 1793 in Madrid. Nonetheless, it is
not possible to determine their style because no manuscripts were found.
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Sor composed Grand Solo Op.14 in sonata-form (in D major) with only a few deviations. First
of all, the inclusion of a slow introduction (in D minor) before the rapid and exuberant exposition is
obviously uncommon. As a typical sonata-form, it has the first theme of “A” in the tonic key and the
second theme in the dominant. The development begins with a transition in Db towards its main theme
in the D minor key. In the recapitulation, the second theme of “A” is eliminated and followed by an
extensive and exquisite coda. Hence, this is the analysis given by the sources used for this research. In
this particular work, the low E string of the guitar must be tuned a whole step lower (from E to D)
which expands the guitar range.
The fact Sor wrote Grand Solo Op.14 as a single-movement form, distinguishes it from the
Italian (three-movements) and the French sonatas (two-movements). 51 According to Yates, Sor's Grand
Solo Op.14 resembles an Italian opera overture as a result of the popularity of the opera genre in
Barcelona during the last decades of the eighteenth century. Sonata Prima virtually exploits the concept
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of the guitar as a miniature orchestra since it was inspired by orchestral overtures.Yates also states that
Sor's sonata is operatic and stands apart from guitar sonatas inspired by keyboard music. 52 The type of
rhythmic figuration and its application in “Sonata Prima” reflect rhythmic motives found in Italian
opera overtures of the Classical period. 53 The opera overture of the late eighteenth-century was an
instrumental form of introduction before the first act of the opera. Composers intended the overture to
introduce musical themes from the opera preparing the audience for musical material to follow.
Another important aspect of the overture is that while it was being played by the orchestra, the
audience could have time to find seats in the theater before the beginning of the opera. The quality and
concept of the overture were judged by their integration with the main musical ideas of the opera
itself. 54
In this part of the research, there is an examination of the similitude between short rhythmic
motives from Grand Solo and Barbier de Seville, as seen below in figure 1. Barbier de Seville is an
opera by Giovanni Paisiello based on the play by Beaumarchais. Its premiere was in 1782 in the
Hermitage museum in Saint Petersburg, Russia. During that time, Paisiello was the chapel master of the
Russian princess Ekaterina II. 55
The overture of Barbier de Seville begins with the low strings playing a pedal in the tonic while
the first and second violins are moving in parallel thirds to build momentum. In the beginning of Grand
Solo, Sor also used a pedal in the tonic and a melody constructed on thirds.
The constant presence of the bass pedal assisting the establishment of different keys, is also a common
characteristic in both works. Therefore, the vivid pulse of Grand Solo relies on the bass as well as
Paisiello's overture in which the strings have a fundamental function.
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As seen in figure 1, the vertical straight-forward harmony built on a simplistic rhythm in Grand
Solo is the same type of texture and rhythmic figuration found in the last two measures of Barbier de
Seville. Figure 2 deals with texture and rhythm. It is evident both works echo the same type of rhythmic
idea, although in Grand Solo the melody has dotted quarter notes while in Barbier de Seville there are
quarters notes and eighth-notes-rests instead.
Figure 1: Sor's Grand Solo Op.14 (right) and Paisiello's Barbier de Seville (left).
Woodwinds (last two measures).

Figure 2:
Strings and French horns in C (measure 49).

The persistent presence of the driven repetitive bass, creating an energetic and dramatic musical
context, is essential as a framework for these two compositions. As a result, the bass propels these
17

works forward while it is constantly building momentum in the tonic and dominant keys. In the Grand
Solo, the bass line is played with the right hand thumb which demonstrates Sor's ability of separating
voices in the guitar. Wherein, the chords and other motives are played with the index, middle, and
annular fingers. In figure 3, it is certain to see that in both works the effect and rhythmic ideas are
similar, although in Paisiello's overture the basses are played by the violas, cellos, and double-basses
instead of the guitar.
Figure 3: Sor's Grand Solo Op.14 (top) and the string section of Paisiello's Barbier de Seville
(bottom).

However, the operatic writing style of Sor is not a surprise since Sor was an opera composer
himself and also wrote Introduction and Variations on a Theme by Mozart, Op.9 based on the opera
Magic Flute, K.620. Sor's Introduction and Variations is among his most famous solo guitar works.
Herein, it is also worthy mentioning that Sor's first composition as a child was an arrangement from an
opera. Continuing throughout his adulthood, he wrote three arrangements of arias from Mozart's opera
Don Giovanni (1787) for guitar and voice, and an arrangement for two voices and piano from Le
Astuzzie Feminili (1794) by Cimarora. In fact, Le Astuzzie Feminili premiered in Barcelona in 1795
18

while Sor was still living there. 56 Therefore, it is clear to see the impact of Italian operas influence
upon Sor.
The first edition of Grand Solo was published as Sonata Prima pour La Guitare between 1810
and 1814. It was also published in 1822 and 1824-25. In its second edition in 1822, the title changed to
Grand Solo Op.14 and a few adjustments were made in the score to benefit the reading and execution
of it. Among these adjustments, ornaments were eliminated in order to make it easier to play. 57
As it was stated before, Classical composers such as Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven used the
augmented sixth chord to create unpredictable cadences in their compositions. This compositional
technique can be found in many of their piano sonatas. The augmented sixth chord was common to
compositions in the Classical style. Therefore, Fernando Sor as a classical composer also took
advantage of this harmonic procedure. Sor placed a German augmented sixth in the fifteenth measure
of the slow introduction of Grand Solo Op.14, as seen in the first measure in figure 3.
The way Sor wrote the augmented sixth voicing in the fifth and third strings can be seen in
figure 4. The Bb played in the bass (fifth string) resolves in A, and the G# in the middle voice (third
string) resolves in A as well. The F note played on the first string makes it a German augmented sixth.
The resolution is in the dominant, A Major.
Figure 4: German augmented sixth.

Sor also used a German augmented sixth (measure 28) in the end of the A section of Grand
Solo's exposition, as seen in the first measure in figure 5. However, in the allegro he uses it in a brilliant
56
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part with repeated notes, secondary dominants, and cadences. It is a challenging progression leaning
towards a modulation to the dominant key which is the proper key for the B section of the exposition.
Figure 5: German augmented sixth.

Interestingly enough, Dionisio Aguado published his edition of the Grand Solo in 1849. In fact,
that was his last publication because Aguado died a few months after publishing this work. Aguado's
intention was to add more virtuosi playing to his friend's composition. Aguado wanted to make the
Grand Solo a more virtuosi work. Nevertheless, he only edited a few passages in both the introduction
and Allegro. This document presents a few of the many alterations Aguado made. Most of the changes
regard rhythm and the addition of more notes to make it a more elaborate work. Aguado tried to
enhance his friend's work in order to explore the fullest artistic potential of this composition. As seen in
figure 5, the differences between Sor's edition and Aguado's changes in the introduction (measures 1011) are evident. Aguado changed the rhythm making two sixteenth notes into one dotted sixteenth note
and a thirty second note in the first beats of these two measures. He also changed the voicing of the
chords in the second beats. In measure 10, Aguado got rid of the middle note, and in measure 11 he
kept the Bb as part of the dominant (A Major).
Figure 6: Sor's Grand Solo (Top) and Aguado's Grand Solo edition (bottom).
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Figure 7 below, is another example of Aguado's additions. These are the last measures of the A
section before the development. Herein, Aguado transformed eighth notes into sixteenth notes triplets
in the first and third beats as seen in the first three measures of figure 5. He also altered the last two
measures: the bass has a different rhythm, the voicing of the high notes omits the C#, and the duration
of the last chord is shorter.
Figure 7: Sor's Grand Solo (Top) and Aguado's Grand Solo edition (bottom).

Another example of Aguado's changes can be found in the coda. As seen in figure 8, he did not
only change the rhythm of the accompaniment but also the melody in the lower range. In the
accompaniment, Aguado replaced two eighth notes with two sixteenth notes triplets. He also added
notes in the melody.
Figure 8: Sor's Grand Solo (Top) and Aguado's Grand Solo edition (bottom).
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The Grand Solo Op.14 could possibly be considered the first sophisticated sonata-form work
composed for guitar and that would make its first title Sonata Prima both appropriate and descriptive.
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Rondo Op2. N3.
In 1822, Dionisio Aguado published his Tres Rondos Brillantes in Madrid, Spain. Although
Aguado at 38 years old was an experienced guitarist-composer, he was mainly concentrating on his
guitar pedagogical method. 58 Tres Rondos Brillantes are the only works by Aguado that contain
metronome indications. Two prints of its first edition can be found at the Orfeó Català in Barcelona.
All of these three Rondos have a short and slow introduction. 59 These Rondos are technically intricate
and physically demanding for the interpreter making them the most substantial works by this composer.
Especially the Rondo in A minor since it has a fast melody generated by technical guitar playing.
Aguado dedicated his life to learning, playing, and teaching guitar. As a result, he knew the technical,
timbre, and range possibilities of the instrument in the greatest detail. While he was in Paris in the
1830s, his virtuosi musicianship was respected and highly regarded by prestigious music figures such
as, Rossini, Bellini, Sor, and Paganini. 60 As opposed to Sor, who used to play (without nails)
alternating thumb and index, Aguado's right hand technique was based on playing (with nails)
alternating index and middle finger. 61
The Introduction and Rondo in A Minor Op.2 N3 has an eloquent and fast array of melodies
generated by sophisticated guitar playing. This work is elegant and full of intricate passages with
arpeggios and fast scales. The main theme of the Rondo consists of two phrases of eight measures. In
both phrases there are slurs in the melody and a repeat bar, as seen in figure 9 below.
Figure 9: The “A” theme of Rondo Op.2 N3.
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In the B section, Aguado used the Italian augmented sixth to build momentum before the fast
arpeggios and slurs. As seen in the first measure in figure 10, Aguado used the sixth string (bass) and
the second string (top voice) to appropriately voice the augmented sixth. In this case, the Italian
augmented sixth chord is applied as the dominant of the dominant.
Figure 10: Italian augmented sixth.

In this Rondo, Aguado explores a progression of fast arpeggios in the B section, wherein the
guitarist must use the right hand four fingers (thumb, index, middle, and annular) for execution. In
figure 11, the sequence of arpeggios taken from Paganini’s Caprice N8 is compared with the arpeggios
from Aguado’s Rondo. Herein, it is noticeable that not only the design of the arpeggios is similar, but
also the technical demand of the interpreters. Paganini was exploring the technical possibilities of the
violin in terms of bow technique, speed, and range while Aguado was also exploring the right hand
24

technique and independence of layers in the single-string guitar. The rhythmic difference between these
two fragments in figure 11 does not change the similitude of their intended effects. As seen in figure 11,
in the Rondo, the independent bass line is played with the thumb of the right hand and lasts longer than
the higher notes, as opposed to the Caprice in which there is only one single line played with the bow.
In both works, a left hand stretch is necessary and coordinated with the agility of right hand bowing in
the violin or plucking in the guitar's case. Therefore, the neck of the violin is significantly smaller than
the guitar's neck which makes easier for the violinist to play fluently than the guitarist who must pluck
every single note.
Figure 11: Aguado’s Rondo Op2. N3 (top) and Paganini’s Caprice N8 (bottom).

Similar to Aguado, there were other musicians in the early nineteenth-century who dedicated
their lives to pedagogy and writing methods. One of them was Carl Czerny born in 1791, in Austria.
Like Aguado, Czerny did not travel a lot as a performer, and his methods were his main work. Czerny
not only took piano lessons from Beethoven but also at 15 years old premiered Beethoven's first piano
concerto. Within 6 years, Czerny played Beethoven's Piano Concerto N5 known as the “Emperor”. 62
Czerny also played piano concertos by Mozart and was Franz Liszt's piano teacher. Although Czerny
published more than 1000 compositions, his most influential and indispensable work for contemporary
62
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pianists is his piano method including books such as, the School of Virtuosity, School of Velocity, and
The Art of Finger Dexterity. 63 Czerny and Aguado were composers and artists of the same generation
with outstanding techniques. Nevertheless, they remain as visionary pedagogues rather than performers
since their names are always related to their methods. Interestingly enough, Czerny also wrote three
rondos called Trois Rondeaux Brillants (Op. 520 N1). These works are also in the classical style and
have some common ideas with Aguado's Rondos, as seen in Figure 12. In figure 12, there are two short
cadenzas beginning after a fermata and going towards another fermata.
Figure 12: Aguado's Rondo Op2. N3. (top) and Czerny's Rondo Op.520. N1 (bottom).

As seen in figure 13, Aguado wrote a virtuosi passage exploring three octaves of the guitar
range. In order to flawlessly execute this technical passage, the interpreter must take advantage of the
open E string to smoothly shift the left hand throughout the guitar fingerboard. The open E and A
played in the lower strings provide the right sustain to keep its harmonic motion. Nonetheless, in
Czerny's Rondo, the interpreter uses the right hand to play the fast scales while his left hand is free to
play the chords without any struggle. Czerny's passage uses four octaves of the piano range while
Aguado's passage is within three octaves. Both passages require a joyful energy to perform their fast
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arpeggios and scales.
Figure 13: Aguado's Rondo Op2. N3. (top) and Czerny's Rondo Op.520. N1 (bottom).

Aguado's Rondo Op2. N3 is in five parts (ABACA) with a short coda. On one hand, it is an
advanced piece in terms of technique and tempo. On the other hand, its harmony is quite simple. In
fact, the C section is the only part containing a theme in the relative key of C major. All the other
sections are in A minor. In this composition Aguado explores fast scales, ostinato effect, arpeggios,
secondary dominants, cadences, and modulations. The essence of Rondo Op2. N3 is the simplicity of
its (melodic and harmonic) overall structure combined with its intricate and challenging technical
demand. This work is undoubtedly in the classical style and must be executed as such. Comparing
Aguado's writing with compositions by virtuosi musicians such as Czerny and Paganini, demonstrates
Aguado was exploring the most advanced technique within the guitar language in the same way his
contemporaries were doing in other instruments. Another example of Aguado's advanced technique was
the use of nails which is completely necessary to perform some of the fast and brilliant passages of
Rondo Op2. N3. In fact, this work is another proof of his visionary concept of playing guitar in its
highest level because without a solid technique and the use of nails, it is basically impossible to execute
this masterwork.
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Classical Style
The Oxford Dictionary defines “style” as: a manner of doing something; the characteristic of a
specific period; and a way of using language. 64The style of music written in the Classical period can
surely be identified by its structure, texture, harmony, and melody. All these musical characteristics are
clearly found in piano works by Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.
It is difficult to date the Classical period since there are historians who believe the movement
lasted anywhere from 1730 to 1820. Many historians traditionally use a composer's date of death to
establish the beginning and end of era; for example, the Classical period could be considered from
Bach's death in 1750 to Haydn's death in 1809. Historians also suggested that it might have begun as
early as 1740s or even 1730s, but many Baroque composers were still quite active into those decades.
Others are inclined to think it ended with Beethoven's death in 1827. 65 For the purpose of this research,
the dates from 1750 to 1827 will be considered the Classical period.
The French philosophers Montesquieu and Rousseau viewed the classical movement as the Age
of Enlightenment. The power of reasoning was inevitably contemplated among intellectuals of the
eighteenth century. The revolution in thinking created a movement in which a rational mindset could
overcome any problem. The movement influenced and reflected its impact in the musical scene. As a
matter of fact, it was the first time that public concerts made music become entertainment for the
average person. During that time, music was still attached to churches and royal courts, but concerts
were also presented in public places. Concerts were becoming more popular and the common person
was able to attend and enjoy musical performances. Musical aesthetics were also responsible for the
growth of music during that epoch.
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Although the classical era is usually associated with the development of formal structures,
dramatic changes of dynamics, articulation, and subtle textures were also part of Classicism. Therefore,
classical pieces often have a monophonic texture emphasizing elegance and balance. Melodies are short
and cadences are clearly marked. The division of the melodic phrases is precisely supported by the
harmony. The “dissonance treatment” is inexorable in the music of the Classical period. It must follow
mechanical rules of carefully resolving dissonances. Nevertheless, the use of augmented sixths was
reinvigorated by composers such as Mozart and Haydn who wrote music using the augmented sixth
nascent from a “neapolitan 6/4 chord”, and as a dominant seventh with augmented fifth.
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The “Alberti bass” is also a common feature found in compositions of this epoch. It was a
compositional technique built on repeating a pattern of short notes underlying chords to produce a
smooth harmonious background in favor of the melody. 68
The Classic style also changed the role of ornaments. The vocabulary of ornaments decreased
and those were used considerably less often than in the Baroque period. Nonetheless, neither
Beethoven, Mozart nor Haydn left instructions for performing ornaments. 69 One of the ornaments that
remained in use was the trill. A “trill” is a harmonic embellishment produced when two notes are
rapidly played various times one after the other. Common trills begin with the auxiliary note which in
most cases is the upper note and they tend to happen before cadences. 70
The sonata form is the most important form of the Classical period. It consists of three distinct
sections: exposition, development, and recapitulation. The exposition has its first subject in the tonic
followed by the second subject in a new key which is frequently the dominant or relative minor (if the
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piece is in a major key). The development presents new material rooted in the melodies of the
exposition but it tends to modulate to various keys. The recapitulation is the repetition of the first part
of the sonata but with the second subject in the original key (tonic). A sonata may have a coda as well.
Galant music was the favorite style in the Classical period. It is an elegant and soft type of
music in which harmonic modulations are essential and the dialog between distinct keys are fluid. The
melodic material is often explored in transpositions and imitations. Thus, Galant composers wrote most
of their music using homophonic texture, periodic phrasing, and harmonic bass. It is a strict style in
which the dissonance treatment is a must. The dissonances are metrically placed in weak positions
requiring resolution downward. The main Galant composers were Mozart, Clementi, and Haydn.
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“Empfindsamer” style exploits unusual turns of melody, abrupt melodic leaps, contrasting
textures, and changes of rhythmic patterns. C.Ph. Bach and Wilhelm Friedemann (his older brother) are
determinant precursors of the sentimental style, “Empfindsamer”. 72
“Sturm und Drang” (Storm and stress) is a term borrowed from the German literary movement
which occurred in the 1770s. In music, the concept of “Sturm und Drang” involves several
characteristics such as, angular themes written in minor keys, chromatic passages, syncopation,
propelling rhythmic patterns, unpredictable dynamics, and abrupt changes. Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven are the exponents of the classical period associated with “Sturm und Drang”. 73
The Rondo form originated from the medieval poetic form although it should not be confused
with the “Rondeau” of the Medieval period. The Rondo form has a main recurring theme which
alternates with one or more contrasting episodes. During the Classical era, it was quite popular. The
most common rondo patterns used by Classical composers include: ABACA (5-part Rondo) and
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ABACABA (7-part Rondo). There was also the sonata rondo form (ABACAB'A) which was basically
a sonata form presenting an alternating refrain with contrasting themes. A typical sonata-rondo scheme
is as follows: A section in the tonic; B section in the dominant; C section is the development; B' section
comes back but this time in the tonic; and the A theme closes the piece. Another important
characteristic of Rondos composed in the classical period is its character type. Rondo themes are
vivacious and fast. They feature folk or popular music characters. Although many of these works are
vibrant and rapid, there are also slow rondos which do not reflect that type of exuberant character-type.
74
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Stylistic Features Within Fragments
This part of the document compares stylistic features in order to categorize, Grand Solo and
Rondo as compositions written in the Classical style. Herein, idiomatic similarities tend to be found
between two distinct works composed in the same time period. Although guitar and piano are two
entirely different instruments, the overall structure of this style remains consistent regardless the
technical limitations of an individual instrument. In fact, the stylistic features contained in works
written during the classical era are the same despite the instrument or instrumentation.
The comparison will focus on texture and style. It seeks similarities in order to prove that the
two guitar pieces contain stylistic musical features of the Classical movement. The first comparison of
this chapter is based on the similarity of musical fragments of a piano sonata by Beethoven and Sor's
Grand Solo Op.14. Beethoven's Sonata No. 15 in D Major Op. 28, follows the typical four movement
form of the Classical sonata. Its first movement is in sonata form and is also known as the “Pastoral
Sonata”. 75 Piano Sonata No. 15 in D Major Op. 28 was published in 1801. The Grand Solo Op.14 was
composed in the 1800s. In these two works, it is noticeable that Beethoven and Sor used the same kind
of texture, range, and effect. Herein, both works have a pedal effect while a descending consonant
melody in the middle register is introduced with a monophonic texture. The smooth chordal melody
technique used in the Grand Solo resembles the first movement of Beethoven's Sonata. As seen in
figure 14, both works are in the key of D Major. Although in Beethoven's piece the pedal remains
present (for a longer time) and the main theme is more explored, it is fairly understandable that
Beethoven's piano had a bigger range and more harmonic possibilities than a nineteenth-century guitar.
As a matter of fact, by the 1790s, a piano had five and a half octaves. Within thirty years it had seven
octaves. 76 When Grand Solo Op.14 was composed, the nineteenth-century guitar barely had three and
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a half octaves. 77
Figure 14: Beginning of the first movement of Beethoven's “Pastoral Sonata” (top) and Allegro
of Grand Solo Op.14 (bottom).

The second comparison, in figure 15, will be between another Grand Solo's musical fragment
and a musical fragment of a piano sonata by Mozart. Amadeus Mozart is a well-known reference for
the study of the Classical period. Mozart's Piano Sonata N7 K.309 (1777) has three movements. 78Its
first movement is in Sonata form. The accompaniment of both pieces are similar and built on arpeggios
of eighth notes delineating a quite tonal and predictable harmony. The ornaments are another common
characteristic and essential for each of their compelling melody. The B section of the Grand Solo
begins with a simple theme in A Major. Its melody is in a high register while the accompaniment is
based on arpeggios within an octave range on top of the static bass line. The texture and style of both
pieces are rooted in the same compositional framework. Nonetheless, Mozart's piano sonata was
written almost thirty years earlier than Grand Solo.
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Figure 15: The B section of the Grand Solo Op.14 (top) and the first movement of Piano Sonata
N7 K.309 (bottom).

The third example regards the A theme of Rondo Op2. N3. As a typical Rondo theme, it is
rigorous and alive. It relies on the beauty of simplicity. In this example, Rondos by Haydn (Sonata C
Major-H48) and Mozart (Sonata No. 11, K. 331) demonstrate the style of Rondos in the classical
period. Haydn is considered one of the creators of the Classical genre and happened to have been
Beethoven's teacher. 79 Haydn's Sonata C Major-H48 is in two movements and is one of his outstanding
sonatas written around 1790. 80 The Piano Sonata No. 11 K. 331 by Mozart, is in three movements and
was published in 1784. 81
Comparing these two works with Aguado's Rondo affirms Rondo Op2. N3 is in the classical
style. The comparison of the first measures of these three rondos shows: time signatures are the same;
all of them begin with a pick-up measure; the harmonic progressions are based on I-V-I; and their
ranges are also similar. As seen in figure 16, the similitude is evident. Aguado intentionally wrote a
Rondo in the classical style. The Spaniard was undoubtedly familiar with “Rondos” and the kind of
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texture and monophonic language necessary to write in that style.
Figure 16: Mozart's Rondo (top), Aguado's Rondo (middle), and Haydn's Rondo (bottom).
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Conclusion
The purpose of this document has been the investigation of the historical significance of two
guitar masterworks written in the early nineteenth-century. Therefore, after analyzing the style and
context in which they were composed, a few conclusions can be drawn. Firstly, there was no
contradiction between sources regarding Sor and Aguado as the principal guitar artists during the first
half of the nineteenth-century in Spain. Secondly, these two composers were definitely writing guitar
music in the conventional Classical style. In fact, the comparisons between their compositions and
important piano works by Mozart, Beethoven, and Haydn, demonstrate an evident similitude in terms
of musical style. Thirdly, Sor's Grand Solo Op.14 is most likely the first guitar sonata ever written
which makes it a decisive work in guitar history. Additionally, it is also in sonata form which is the
most important musical structure within the Classical period. In Aguado's case, Rondo Op.2 N3
represents his advanced understanding of guitar technique. He was a visionary who explored several
technical and sound possibilities of the guitar yet unexplored. Rondo Op.2 N3 is a five-part Rondo
(ABACA), a type of structure that was quite popular during the classical period. This Rondo Op.2 N3 is
one of his most substantial works because his main goal was to develop an in-depth guitar method
rather than be a composer. Nevertheless, it would be a mistake to ignore his importance during the
early nineteenth-century since he changed the guitar technique with his method. The inclusion of
Rondo Op.2 N3 as a representative composition to depict the nineteenth-century Spanish guitar is
completely fair and deserved considering Aguado's importance during that period. Therefore, Rondo
Op.2 N3 is in the Classical style and demands an advanced guitar technique of the interpreter.
In most aspects, Grand Solo Op.14 and Rondo Op.2 N3 have the main characteristics of the
Classical style combined with the highest level of guitar technique developed within that period. Both
works can be used as musical examples of the early nineteenth-century guitar repertoire since they
were composed by the two main guitarists of that era. As a matter of fact, these musical examples can
36

also inspire music students and musicologists to study more about guitar history.
This thesis investigated the importance of two guitar works during the classical period in order
to classify them as musical examples depicting an era. It is hoped these musical examples will inspire
music students and musicologists to further inquiry into the study of guitar literature.
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